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27 March 2012 

In Focus: Conflicts in South Sudan and Sudan 
By Angelia Sanders 

 
Though there are multiple conflicts occurring in South Sudan and Sudan, this In-Focus piece will 
only focus on the current fighting in the states of Jonglei, South Kordofan, and Blue Nile, as they 
have received significant attention in the media.  
 

South Sudan: Jonglei 
Within Jonglei state, the BBC reports that the Murle and Lou Nuer tribes have often raided each 
other’s cattle and fought over grazing land and water. In an article published by the Sudan Trib-
une, analyst Steve Paterno claims that ethnic or inter-ethnic violence is an old phenomenon be-
tween rival communities; however, the recent proliferation of weapons has led to an increase of 
violence “both in scale and intensity”. Center for American Progress reports that theft of cattle is 
the largest cause of ethnic conflict, as cattle are an integral part of the livelihoods of many commu-
nities in South Sudan and are a source of wealth. Cattle are also a necessary element in the dowry 
marriage system, whereby a man must pay his wife’s family in cattle in order to wed.  
 

In August 2011, an attack by the Murle on the Lou Nuer tribe resulted in over 600 deaths, 985 
people wounded and the theft of nearly 40,000 cattle, reports the Enough Project. Following the 
Murle attack, the Nuer agreed to halt retaliation attacks if their abducted women and children were 
returned. However, peace talks between the two groups collapsed and as a result, at the end of 
December 2011 and into January 2012, 6,000 armed members of the Lou Nuer tribe attacked 
Murle villages, reports the BBC. The UN reports that at least 120,000 people were affected by the 
December violence and, according to the BBC, hundreds were killed. In response to the December/
January attacks, the Murle stormed several Lou Nuer cattle camps in March 2012 and, according 
to Jonglei state governor Kuol Manyang, at least 223 people were killed while hundreds more 
were wounded or missing. Following the March attack, the UN High           (continued on page 10)
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Djibouti 
UN Special Rapporteur on torture, Juan E. Mendez, is urged by Reporters Without Borders (RWB) to intervene on behalf of radio 
journalist Farah Abadid Hildid, who works for La Voix de Djibouti. Hildid spent four months in Gabode prison last year, after being 
prosecuted for participating in an insurrectional movement. RWB states that since his release from prison, he has been arbitrarily 
arrested several times and tortured. In RWB’s latest Press Freedom Index 2011-2012, Djibouti ranks 159 out of 179 countries, drop-
ping 49 places from the previous year.  
 
The World Food Programme (WFP) has received funding from the European Union (EU) enabling them to provide food and water to 
1,150 people in northern Djibouti. Drought, as well as conflict near the Eritrean border, has displaced hundreds of people from their 
homes who are in search of food and water.  
 
Eritrea 
Eritrea accused the United States of plotting the attacks Ethiopia carried out on Eritrean soil, according to Reuters (see 20 March 
Mediterranean Basin Review). The US Embassy in Asmara has denied any involvement in these incidents.   
 
Government officials and citizens in Afabet observed the 24th anniversary of the demise of Nadew Iz. In March of 1988, the Eritrean 
People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) destroyed the Nadew Command in a 72-hour military operation, marking a turning point in the 
Eritrean War of Independence.  
 
Ethiopia 
Access to potable water in Ethiopia has improved in the last decade, according to Radio Netherlands Worldwide (RNW). Last year, 
68.5% of the population had access to drinking water, up from 20% in 2000. New water sources have been built in recent years, how-
ever, maintaining the water sources is costly and the government charges EUR 0.05 for every ten litres of water. Some people lack-
ing economic resources for the clean water continue to collect water from unsafe sources, increasing their risk of disease.  
 
The Ethiopian government plans to clear and develop about 100,000 hectares of land in the states of Benishangul-Gumuz and Gam-
bella for commercial farming, amidst opposition to the plans that have left 19 dead, reports Bloomberg. Ethiopia, according to the 
London-based Overseas Development Institute, is one of the world’s top five recipients of food aid and over the past four years has 
leased out 400,000 hectares of land to investors. According to the article, “Ethiopia’s land-lease program has led to human rights 
violations and the forced relocation of over a million Ethiopians”.  
 
Walta Information Centre (WIC) reports that the Addis Ababa Prison Administration denied any involvement in the beating of 
Andualem Arage, who is the vice president of the Unity for Democracy and Justice Party (UDJ). He was allegedly beaten by a fellow 
inmate. Arage filed a complaint against the prison’s administration for failing to protect him and provide enough medical attention. 
He was amongst several people detained last year and charged with terrorism, high treason and espionage, states another WIC article.  
 
Somalia 
On 26 March, another mortar attack towards Villa Somalia landed in a nearby camp, killing at least two and wounding eight others, 
reports Reuters. This is the third mortar strike by al Shabaab on the presidential palace within the last two weeks (see 20 March CFC 
Mediterranean Basin Review). According to Reuters, al Shabaab is responsible for a car bomb that exploded in Mogadishu’s admin-
istrative district on 21 March. The blast wounded two people. On the same day, the terrorist organisation launched a grenade attack 
on a tax office in Baidoa, killing four people and wounding seven. Following the attacks, the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) expressed concern over the continuation of mortar attacks in Mogadishu and called on all parties to immediately 
stop targeting civilians, informs the UN News Centre. In response to the increased civilian casualties in the capital, on 20 March, 
BBC reports that Mogadishu now has its first fleet of ambulances.  
 
The UN News Centre reports that the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) appealed for USD 50 million to be used within 
the next three months. The fund would help distribute crops and vegetable seeds to farmers in the Horn of Africa (HoA) before the 
upcoming planting season, in addition to providing cash-for-work activities and vaccinating livestock. Approximately 8.1 million 
people in Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia require humanitarian assistance. Puntland’s Minister of Agriculture has warned of a 
possible drought in some areas, while others regions are already facing a drought, states Garowe.  
 
According to BBC, Judith Tebbutt, the British hostage kidnapped by pirates from a luxury resort north of Lamu island, has been re-
leased. A ransom of USD 1.3 million was allegedly paid. Tebutt’s husband was killed during the September 2011 attack.  
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Somali Piracy 
The EU’s counter-piracy mission off the coast of Somalia, Operation ATALANTA, has been extended until the end of 2014. Ac-
cording to an EU press release, the foreign ministers also expanded the area of operation to include Somali coastal territory. War-
ships and helicopters are now authorised to fire at pirate equipment on land; however, no ground troops will be deployed. Lloyd’s 
List reports that the extension of ATALANTA was welcomed by the shipping industry. There is a concern, however, that EU 
NAVFOR’s focus will be on disrupting motherships rather than on pirate bases on shore. Operation ATALANTA started in 2008 
and usually deploys between four and seven warships. On 23 March, the French frigate FS GEORGES LEYGUES and the amphibi-
ous assault ship FS DIXMUDE joined ATALANTA. According to the European Maritime Force (EUROMARFOR), the Portuguese 
frigate, NRP CORTE REAL, jointed ATALANTA on 26 March.  
 
NATO Allied Command Operations (ACO) announced that its counter-piracy mission off the HoA, Operation Ocean Shield, is ex-
tended until December 2014. The decision underscores NATO’s commitment to continue working with the shipping industry, indi-
vidual nations, and EU and US-led counter piracy operations in the area to address the piracy threat in the region. Since the begin-
ning of 2012, NATO forces have detained 59 of the 80 suspected pirates captured.  
 
On 22 March, the NATO Shipping Centre (NSC) hosted the director of the International Maritime Bureau (IMB), Captain Pottengal 
Mukundan. Discussions included how to further strengthen the relationship between the organisations. The IMB and NSC both gath-
er piracy-related information to share with relevant stakeholders.  
 
NSC states, in their Weekly Unclassified Assessment for the reporting period of 15-21 March 2012, that four piracy-related inci-
dents occurred. A Pirate Attack Group (PAG) was disrupted and three merchant vessels were attacked. NSC also predicts that PAG 
will become more active again, since the monsoon season has ended, allowing smaller boats to operate. On 26 March, NSC reported 
that a merchant vessel was pirated 250 nautical miles (nm) northwest of the Maldives. TradeWinds states pirates hijacked the Iranian 
bulk carrier MV Eglantine and its crew of 23. The bulk carrier was carrying sugar from Brazil and bound for Iran, according to Reu-
ters. 
 
Gulf of Guinea Piracy  
Lloyd’s List reports that on 23 March, the Liberia-flagged chemical and 
oil tanker Zouzou was hijacked in the Gulf of Guinea by approximately 
12 armed pirates. The pirates used a mothership and skiffs for the attack, 
which is a new tactic that is usually used by Somali pirates. The attackers 
have since left the vessel, after stealing some items from the ship, leaving 
the tanker’s crew unharmed.  
 
This Day, a Nigerian news source, reports that, within the past two 
months, 22 armed attacks were carried out on ships in the Bight of Benin. 
Last year the region reported 58 pirate attacks. Lloyd’s List states that 
during the International Bargaining Forum, employers and unions desig-
nated Benin and Nigeria a high risk area. Starting on 01 April, seafarers 
transiting into the area will receive double pay. The increase of attacks, in 
particular on oil tankers, is a serious problem for the Gulf of Guinea, re-
ports United Press International (UPI). The cargo is usually syphoned 
and sold in Benin or Nigeria. Despite these interruptions, Nigeria, the 
largest oil producer in Africa, plans to increase crude oil exports for May 
to a 10-month high, reports Bloomberg News.  
 
According to IMBs Piracy reporting Centre (PRC) a chemical tanker was attacked by armed pirates on 22 March about 100 nm off 
Bonny Island, Nigeria. The master triggered the Ship Security Alert System (SSAS) and the crew retreated to the citadel. A nearby 
US warship responded to the alert. The pirates aborted the attack and the tanker’s crew is safe.  
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Libya 
Libya’s Deputy Prime Minister, Mustafa Abu Shagour, claims that Mauritania has agreed to extradite Abdullah al Senussi, the coun-
try’s former intelligence chief, to Libya, following his arrest by officials on 17 March, reports al Jazeera. French and International 
Criminal Court (ICC) officials are also vying for Senussi’s extradition to face additional charges of murder and human rights abuses 
(see 20 March CFC Mediterranean Review). However, Mauritanian officials told reporters “no commitment of any sort has been 
given in this matter”, says New York Times. National Transitional Council (NTC) authorities in Libya say they are building a five-
star maximum security prison as proof of their ability to try high level cases. Officials are under pressure from the Libyan public and 
human rights groups to expedite the prosecution of former Gaddafi officials and supporters for atrocities. The NTC is preparing its 
judiciary to try Senussi prior to the scheduled June 2012 elections, reports Agence France-Presse (AFP). Further, General Prosecutor 
Abdelaziz i Hasadi has called on Libyans to present evidence of crimes committed under the Gaddafi regime to expedite the trial of 
nearly 3,000 officials and supporters held in detention centres and prisons.   
 

Human Rights Watch says the NTC has taken its first steps to destroy stockpiles of landmines in the country. According to the arti-
cle, nearly 20,000 landmines have been destroyed by the Libyan Army Corps of Engineers in eastern Libya since mid-February 
2012, although huge stockpiles remain. There are currently 27 clearance teams and 29 risk education teams working as part of the 
United Nations and international non-governmental organisation Joint Mine Action Coordination Team in Libya. According to the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the recent conflict in Libya has left many unexploded shells, mines and ammuni-
tion littered around cities and the surrounding farmlands that have caused severe injuries, especially among children, who are more 
tempted to play with the devices. ICRC started mine clearance and education activities in April 2011.  
 

The leader of the Zintan brigade, also referred to as Zintan militia, Sayid Mokhtar al Akhdar, withdrew from Tripoli airport on 25 
March, after securing the airport and a 15 kilometre radius in 2011, reports Associated Press (AP). Other members of the Zintan bri-
gade are said to be meeting with Interior Ministry officials regarding transition details and possible employment. Authorities say 
former militia members need security training to transition into formal positions. The NTC is making arrangements for 11,000 for-
mer rebels to receive training from Turkey and Jordan.  
 

A violent clash erupted between rival tribes in Sabha, southern Fezzan region on 26 March, reports AFP. Members of the Toubou 
tribe are said to have sparked the gun exchange after losing control of town offices and refusing to handover a suspected criminal. 
Casualty reports vary with the AFP stating 10 killed and AP reporting more than 20 as a result of violence. This clash follows tribal 
violence in the southern Libyan town of Kufra where tensions are rising between the Toubou and Zawiya people. According to AFP, 
the two groups are seeking to control smuggling at the border with Chad, Egypt and Sudan, citing the region as an active transit 
point for illicit trafficking in weapons, drugs and humans. 
 

Security officials say they have broken-up a human trafficking syndicate outside of Benghazi, reports AFP. Officials say 52 people 
were found in conditions of captivity, while five individuals were arrested at the farm where they were found. The network is said to 
have trafficked 200 people in the past three months, luring victims from Bangladesh and Somalia with promises of employment in 
Libya, but later holding them hostage for ransom payments, or selling them into slavery to the local farm owner. 
 

Mali 
According to Foreign Policy, Malian President Amadou Touman Toure was overthrown on 22 March by Malian troops. The troops 
proceeded to loot the presidential palace and suspended the country’s constitution. Broadcasting over state media, coup members led 
by Captain Amadou Sanogo introduced themselves as the National Committee for the Reestablishment of Democracy and the Resto-
ration of the State. Sanogo promised to hold elections and return power to a new, democratically elected president after order was 
restored in the country. According to AFP, Sanogo says that the country’s deposed president was unharmed and that other arrested 
Malian leaders would be handed over to the courts. Further, he was quick to condemn the soldiers’ looting of the presidential palace.  
 

Members of the Malian military launched the coup in response to recent set-backs by its forces in the Tuareg rebel conflict, reports 
Foreign Policy. They blame the president for incompetence and insufficient support of military operations in the country’s North. 
Mali has a poorly equipped army of 7,000 soldiers, while in contrast, the rebel front is said to be well equipped with arms brought by 
Tuaregs returning from the Libyan conflict, reports the Guardian. According to the AP, Tuareg rebels are taking advantage of the 
internal unrest, by advancing into new territory in northern Mali, threatening the town of Kidal. The continued violence in northern 
Mali has led to the displacement of more than 195,000 Malians since mid-January, according to the UN Office for the Coordination 
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). However, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) indicates that there has 
been no evidence of new population movements within Mali or to neighbouring countries as a result of the military coup, reports the 
United Nations News Centre. 
 

The international community has been quick to condemn Mali’s coup with the suspension of Mali’s membership to the African Un-
ion (AU). AU officials have sent a mission to Mali in order to assess the post-coup situation, reports AP. The head of the AU, Chair-
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man Jean Ping, indicated that Mali faces a “very serious crisis” and saw the event as a major setback for Mali as well as democratic 
efforts across Africa. The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) deemed the coup an “unconstitutional act” 
warning that the Junta has “alienated and outlawed itself from the community.” The McClatchy Washington Bureau reports the coup 
creates new challenges for the US efforts to combat al Qaeda as over the last decade, Mali has proved to be an important counter-
terrorism partner.   
 

Mauritania  
The Mauritanian armed forces attacked an al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) convoy, which had released a gendarme in 
exchange for a Malian AQIM affiliate, reports Magharebia. The attack took place approximately 65 km from Timbuktu, Mali. Mau-
ritanian President, Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz, confirmed the AQIM convoy suffered “heavy losses” during the air strikes. Howev-
er, AQIM claims that the Mauritanian air force attacked a vehicle carrying Malian civilians. In explaining the events, terrorism ana-
lyst Mohamed Ould Cheikh notes that there will be more counter-terrorist attacks by the Mauritanian government, as weapons from 
Libya spread across the Sahel region.   
 

Morocco 
The Norwegian Refugee Council is calling on the UN to include human rights protection as part of its mission in Western Sahara. 
The UN peacekeeping mission, known as MINURSO, has operated in Western Sahara since 1991 to monitor the ceasefire between 
Morocco and the Sahrawian movement known as the Polisario. A referendum on Western Sahara autonomy was scheduled for  
1992; however, this never took place. Some analysts say that the Arab Spring actually had roots in Western Sahara with the October 
2010 protests over the socio-economic conditions of Sahrawians. This was violently put down 08 November 2010 by Moroccan 
forces and has been followed by what rights groups call continued human rights violations. 
 

Nigeria 
AP reports that AQIM claims responsibility for the abduction of German engineer Edgar Fritz Raupach in January 2012, the first for 
AQIM in northern Nigeria. According to the article, experts believe that Boko Haram has been the recipient of outside assistance 
and training from AQIM and further suggest that AQIM did not kidnap the German hostage, but rather purchased him from Boko 
Haram militants. 
  

Attacks by militant Islamists killed six people on 24 March, in the northern Nigerian city of Maiduguri, considered to be the spiritu-
al home of Boko Haram, reports the AP. The following day, Nigerian officials said that approximately 20 armed militants attacked a 
police station killing a former police officer, two associates and three suspected members of Boko Haram, according to AFP. In-
creased violence by the militants has killed more than 1,000 people since mid-2009. According to the New York Times, in recent 
weeks, at least eight public and private schools have been fire bombed in northern Nigeria, apparently the work of Boko Haram mil-
itants.  
 

Tunisia 
The Tunisian News Agency reports that the moderate Islamist Ennahda party is in favour of keeping article one of the 1959 Tunisian 
Constitution. This article states “Tunisia is a free, independent and sovereign state with Islam as its religion, Arabic as its language 
and republic as its regime.” According to Reuters, the decision by Ennahda comes despite pressure from conservative Islamists in 
the country that want sharia or Islamic law as the primary source of legislation in the new constitution. Senior Ennahda official, 
Ameur Larayed, told reporters that the decision to retain the first article was to ensure the “unity of our people and we do not want 
divisions”. 
 

Tunisia celebrated its 56th year of independence from France on 20 March, reports Gulf Today. President Marzouki used this occa-
sion to call for unity in the country and apologised on behalf of the government to “any Tunisian who has been subjected to injustice 
for his beliefs since independence”. Thousands of Tunisians also used this occasion to march against the conservative Salafi’s pro-
posed religious state and campaigned for a free, civil state instead. 
 

Regional Security 
The one year anniversary of al Qaeda leader Osama Bin Laden’s death, 02 May, will likely see terror attacks conducted by AQIM in 
Algeria, Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Nigeria, reports Magharebia. Security officials say terrorists are already planning retaliatory 
attacks against countries it views as working with the West. However, AQIM leader Abdelmalek Droukdel is said to have difficulty 
recruiting suicide bombers without providing substantial financial compensation, which analysts say points to a weakening of ideo-
logical membership and a fracturing within AQIM. 
 

Migration 
An estimated two million people were displaced due to the 2011 Arab Spring, seeking refuge in nearly 30 countries in North Africa 
and the Middle East, according to Brookings Institution. The Libyan uprising saw the largest number of displaced persons compared 
to other countries in the region due to the protracted violence and the ability of other states to protect civilians. Migrant workers in 
Arab Spring countries were among the largest number of displaced, with 500,000 leaving Libya between March and June 2011.  



 

 

Egypt 
The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) warned that urgent action is needed to control a major outbreak of 
foot-and-mouth disease among livestock in Egypt. According to official estimates, 40,222 cases are suspected and 4,658 animals 
have already died. The current outbreak is a new virus strain, which local livestock have no immune protection against and there is a 
lack of vaccines to prevent the infection, with millions of buffalo and sheep at risk in the country. It is feared that the disease could 
spread to livestock in North Africa and the Middle East, possibly leading to food shortages. 
 
Most fuel stations in Egypt have announced shortages, as the diesel crisis 
escalates in response to a higher demand for and stocking of diesel, reports 
al Masry al Youm. Supply and Social Affairs Minister Gouda Abdel Khaleq 
stated that measures would be put in place to prevent price manipulation 
and fuel sales on the black market. Additionally, the ministry would give 
priority of diesel access to state bakeries to prevent a bread crisis. In other 
economic news, the Associates Press (AP) reports that the Islamist-
dominated parliament has stated that they will not support the acceptance of 
an International Monetary Fund (IMF) USD 3.2 billion loan until the cur-
rent government, backed by the ruling military, submits a budget with more 
transparency in how the funds will be used and repaid.  
 
AP reports that the 100-member panel that will draft Egypt’s new constitu-
tion has been determined. The panel will have nearly 60 Islamists, includ-
ing 37 legislators who were selected by parliament’s two chambers. The 
remaining members comprise public figures who were also selected by par-
liament. Only a few Christians, women and members of the revolutionary 
movement were selected, which has raised fears by secular and liberal Egyptians that their interests will not be represented, reports 
the Washington Post. Some liberals and leftists have vowed to boycott the assembly and a protest has been planned for 28 March 
outside of parliament. 
   
According to Egypt Independent, the Muslim Brotherhood is discussing the possibility of nominating a candidate for the upcoming 
presidential elections. The group had previously stated that it would not field a presidential candidate from within its own party.   
 
Al Jazeera reports that the body of the former leader of Egypt’s Coptic Church, Pope Shenouda III, was buried at a desert monastery 
on 20 March, three days after his death. Thousands of mourners swarmed the convoy carrying Shenouda’s body, while tens of thou-
sands more carried his portrait and crosses. Flags were also flown at half-mast. 
 
The United States has announced that it will release USD 1.3 billion in military aid to Egypt, reports Bloomberg. The aid is being 
given on “national security grounds” which allows it to circumvent a congressional requirement to certify that a government is pro-
moting freedoms and rights in order to receive aid from the US. The release of funds will avert a disruption in arms sales to Egypt 
that may have impacted thousands of US jobs and which could have cost the US government USD 2 billion in contracting penalties 
if cancelled. Human Rights First, a US non-governmental organisation, has called the decision “a mistake” that “will send a negative 
message to Egyptian military regime” and will undermine the democracy movement in the country.  
 
Ahram reports that a draft resolution, that would regulate the right to demonstrate peacefully and provide authorities with the ability 
to ban any protest without prior notice, has drawn criticism from the liberal Free Egyptians Party. According to al Masry al Youm, 
the trail of police officers charged with killing 96 protesters and injuring 490 others during the 25 January Revolution has been post-
poned indefinitely by the Alexandria Criminal Court. Court officials deemed the court building where the trial was taking place to be 
unsafe amidst the potential for clashes breaking out between families of the victims and the suspects. 
 
South Sudan 
South Sudanese President Salva Kiir met with European Union (EU) leaders to discuss the strengthening of bilateral economic and 
political ties, reports the Kuwait News Agency (KUNA). Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European Council, announced dur-
ing a press statement following the meeting that “I confirmed the EU’s strong support for South Sudan’s state building and develop-
ment efforts…We will assist in efforts to consolidate democracy, respect for human rights and the rule of law”. However, Van 
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Forces Quelling 2011 Egyptian Protests 

Source: Wikicommons 



 

 

Rompuy also shared that there were concerns about on-going violence in the border areas and inter-communal violence in Jonglei 
state (see this week’s In Focus). The High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vice-
President of the European Commission, Catherine Ashton, stated that the EU “remains committed to support South Sudan” and that 
the EU would remain active in the Sudanese peace process. In a statement released by the government of South Sudan, it was an-
nounced that the EU would provide EUR 285 million (USD 380 million) for development projects with a prioritisation on food secu-
rity, education and healthcare.  
 
Reuters reports that the United States has extended the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program to South Sudan which will 
allow the country to export nearly 4,900 products to the US without paying US import duties. The decision is an important step for 
the new country, as GPS eligibility is a prerequisite for membership in the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) program 
which waives duties on other products not included in the GSP program. The goal of both programs is to help “developing countries 
grow their economies through increased trade”.     
 
South Sudan has said that it will not arrest Sudanese President Omar al Bashir during his upcoming visit to South Sudan, reports 
Agence France Presse (AFP). Bashir is wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) for crimes against humanity committed in 
the Sudanese state of Darfur. Members of Sudan’s ruling National Congress Party (NCP) have expressed fears that Bashir would be 
arrested to avenge the decades of civil war between the two countries. Bashir is traveling to Juba on 03 April to sign an agreement 
that was reached by negotiators during a round of African Union (AU)-sponsored talks in Ethiopia. Civil society groups have con-
demned the expected visit due to al Bashir’s past crimes. 
 
From 21 to 30 March, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) will airlift 2,200 elderly, disabled and other vulnerable 
South Sudanese and their families from Khartoum in Sudan to the South Sudanese towns of Wau, Juba and Aweil. The operation 
will consist of 50 chartered flights and authorities have agreed to allow passengers to board without travel or identity documents. 
 
A South Sudanese electricity official told Reuters that the country will build six hydropower and thermal power plants in order to 
end blackouts in the country and attract manufacturing industries. Within the next three years, the country hopes to build a 40 mega-
watt hydropower facility near the capital of Juba that will tap into the Nile River. However, no funding has been received to imple-
ment the plans. Reuters also reports that South Sudan will sign contracts with Kenya Airways and Ethiopian Airlines to provide 
postal services to the new country. Currently, South Sudan must rely on Sudan for foreign postal service which often causes extend-
ed delays in shipment and receipt of mail and packages. 
 
Sudan 
A Sudanese court sentenced six members of the Darfur-based Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) rebel group to death, reports 
Reuters. A seventh member was sentenced to 10 years in prison because “he is elderly, 73 years old”. The charges against the men, 
one of which is a top commander, include terrorism, illegally carrying arms and murder. Voice of America (VOA) reports that Ahmed 
Hussein Adam, JEM’s foreign secretary, stated that “JEM strongly condemns this illegal and criminal judgement” and that the ver-
dict would “complicate things in Sudan and is actually going to deepen the crisis in Sudan”.  
 
The Sudan Tribune reports that the Sudanese state Minister for Minerals, Abdel-Wahid Yusuf, revealed that donors have asked the 
Sudanese government for collateral in the form of blocks containing precious metals in order to receive additional loans. In an effort 
to raise USD 1 to 1.5 billion by drawing in more Gulf Arab investments, the government has announced that it will offer Islamic 
sukuk bonds in an oil pipeline, reports Reuters. Additionally, sukuk will be issued that will be repaid with profits from gold exports. 
Because fixed income interest-bearing bonds are not permissible in Islam, a sukuk is used to create cash flows by allowing investors 
to share in a venture’s profits or be involved in a transfer of tangible assets. 
 
Sudanese officials have stated that an impending anti-espionage bill has been developed to protect homeland security against foreign 
intelligence activities and will not be used to limit media freedoms, reports the Sudan Tribune. Sudanese journalists are however 
concerned that the law will provide a legal framework for the National Intelligence and Security Services (NISS) to limit online dis-
sent. The International Press Institute, a global network of editors, media executive and leading journalists, has stated that it is 
“concerned about the recent trend of censorship through the confiscation of newspapers in Sudan”.   
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Governance 
On 21 March, the United Nations Security Council endorsed a “presidential statement” calling on the Syrian government and oppo-
sition to immediately implement the six-point plan proposed by UN-Arab League Envoy for Syria Kofi Annan to end more than a 
year of violence in the country. The statement expressed the full support of the 15-member body for the mission of Special Envoy 
Annan and warned that the Council will take “further steps as appropriate” based on subsequent developments reported by Annan. 
United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon welcomed the statement, adding that he hopes this marks a turning point in the re-
sponse of the international community to the Syrian crisis. In related news, Jean-Marie Guehenno was appointed Deputy UN-Arab 
League Special Envoy for Syria and will be working alongside Kofi Annan and Palestinian Deputy UN-Arab League Special Envoy 
for Syria Nasser al-Kidwa.  
 
Reuters reports that Kofi Annan has received a response from Syrian 
President Bashar al-Assad regarding proposals made during his recent 
visit to Damascus; however, no details of the response were publicly 
available. Some speculate that Annan is waiting to discuss Assad’s re-
sponse with Russian and Chinese officials during his upcoming visits to 
the two countries. Annan told reporters that in discussions with all parties 
to the conflict he has encouraged them to find a peaceful solution, saying 
“[t]hey have to accept that reforms must come, change has to come, and 
that is the only way to deal with the situation.” Annan has held back from 
giving timelines on his mission, but was quoted as saying that bloodshed 
in Syria “can’t be allowed to drag on indefinitely”. 
 
The UN Security Council has issued a press statement condemning ter-
rorist attacks that occurred in Damascus on 17 and 19 March and in 
Aleppo on 18 March. The statement calls terrorism one of the most seri-
ous threats to international peace and further describes such attacks as, 
“criminal and unjustifiable, regardless of their motivation”. 
 
The Free Syrian Army (FSA) says it has merged several rebel groups, including a unit led by General Mustafa al-Sheikh, one of the 
most senior-level Syrian army deserters, to form a united military council, according to Agence France-Presse (AFP). FSA chief 
Riad al-Asaad told AFP that the establishment of the military council “is a step towards guaranteeing the unity of the troops and 
armed forces (of the opposition) on Syrian territory.” A joint statement from the two groups indicates that al-Asaad will be in charge 
of military operations inside Syria, while General al-Sheikh will chair the military council and join 10 other generals in defining the 
military strategy of the FSA while procuring weapons and funds for the opposition. FSA chief Riad al-Asaad has called on all armed 
forces in Syria to join the new rebel council and has declined responsibility for action taken by groups not associated with the group. 
The announcement came ahead of a two-day meeting in Istanbul initiated by the Syrian National Council (SNC), the main opposi-
tion umbrella group, that seeks to create a “national pact” of common objectives for the Syrian opposition as a platform for greater 
cooperation with the international community.  
 
The Council of the European Union has announced the tightening of sanctions against the Syrian regime. The new sanctions target 
12 individuals associated with repression in Syria or who are supporting or benefitting from the regime of Bashar al-Assad. The in-
dividuals have been banned from entering EU territory and will have their assets frozen in EU financial institutions. Over the past 
year, the EU has targeted a total of 126 persons and 41 entities with sanctions as President Bashar al-Assad’s violent crackdown on 
protesters continues.  
 
Security 
Human Rights Watch (HRW) has condemned reports of civilians being used as human shields by government forces in Idlib. Ac-
cording to witnesses, army and pro-government armed men have forced people to march in front of the advancing army during arrest 
operations, troop movements and attacks on towns and villages in northern Syria. HRW says the practice shows the “blatant disre-
gard for [civilians] safety” and calls on the government to “immediately stop this abhorrent practice”.  
 
AFP reports that there was heavy shelling on 25 March in the districts of Khaldiyeh, Hamidiyeh and Old Homs, in the city of Homs. 
Elsewhere, violent clashes are on-going between government forces and armed rebels in the town of Aazaz near the border with 
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Turkey, a main route for civilians fleeing to the neighbouring country. In the central Hama region, the Syrian army has reportedly 
been shelling the districts of Murk and Latamna and clashes are on-going in the southern town of Nawa in Dera’a province, where 
numerous government soldiers are said to have joined the opposition, according to a member of the Local Coordination Committees 
(LCC). Reports also indicate that several civilians were killed in the province of Idlib when government troops set fire to the homes 
of fleeing rebels, says AFP. Meanwhile, Syrian government troops began an assault on the town of Binesh, east of Idlib near the 
border with Turkey. Thousands of residents are believed to have fled to nearby towns as a result of the violence. 
 
Syrian troops have reportedly fired shells into northern Lebanon, according to the Lebanese National News Agency (NNA). Reuters 
reports that the village of al-Qaa was hit on the evening of 21 March, with one villager saying that as many as five shells landed in 
and around the village. NNA later reported that information released on a possible Syrian incursion into Lebanese territory was false. 
 
Humanitarian Assistance 
According to an article from the Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN), Syria has closed its official border crossing with 
Jordan to anyone holding a newly-issued Syrian passport and to families, including women and children. Only individuals that have 
previous Jordanian stamps in their passports, or men who are travelling individually are granted permission to cross the border, says 
the article. Due to growing restrictions by the Syrian authorities, IRIN claims that it is becoming increasingly difficult for Syrians to 
flee the violence in their country and the number of illegal border crossings has grown. 
 
An update of the UN Emergency Relief Coordinator Valerie Amos indicates that the current assessment being undertaken by the 
UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) has found that 
people inside Syria are in urgent need of food, medicine, blankets, mattresses and other household items. The update further indi-
cates that the UN mission is currently able to carry out only limited food, health and hygiene support activities as a result of on-
going violence and limited humanitarian access. 
 
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has issued an appeal for USD 84 million to assist Syrian refugees 
in Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey and Iraq. The organisation has established a Syria Regional Response Plan which outlines the needs of 
Syrian refugee communities in the four neighbouring countries. Led by UNHCR, the plan serves as an inter-agency framework and 
was drafted as a result of coordinated efforts by seven UN agencies, 27 national and international non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs) and partners and host governments. Agencies estimate that 100,000 people will require assistance over the next six months 
as a result of the conflict in Syria and have called on humanitarian organisations to be prepared for a “potential mass influx” of near-
ly 205,000 individuals.  
 
The United States has announced that it will allow an estimated 2,500 to 3,000 Syrians with visas that will soon expire to stay in the 
US beyond the expiration of their visas after being granted temporary protection status (TPS), reports AFP. According to US Home-
land Security Secretary Janet Napolitano, “conditions in Syria have worsened to the point where Syrian nationals already in the 
United States would face serious threats to their personal safety if they were to return to their home country”.  
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Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) reported that some 15,000 Lou Nuer from South Sudan fled to western Ethiopia to escape the 
violence. Most of those fleeing are women, children and the elderly and their presence is said to be adding strain on local Ethiopian 
resources. 
 

The Enough Project states that underlying issues such as severe underdevelopment, lack of capacity within the local civil administra-
tion and federal court systems, and “harsh environmental conditions that require communities to traverse each other’s lands in search 
of water” all contribute to violence in Jonglei state. Additionally, the violence is exacerbated by the increased availability of weap-
ons, poor state security and the belief among the Murle that the South Sudanese government is biased towards the Lou Nuer tribe. As 
recently as 15 March, the Sudan Tribune reports that the UN Secretary-General’s Special Representative for South Sudan, Hilde F. 
Johnson, expressed concerns about more ethnic violence in Jonglei state, as evidenced by tribal militias and armed groups being seen 
“with uniforms, in formation, with extremely advanced weaponry and very well organized”. In response to the continued violence, 
AlertNet reports that the South Sudanese government began a controversial disarmament campaign on 12 March in Jonglei state.  
 

Sudan: Blue Nile and South Kordofan 
South Kordofan and Blue Nile are oil producing border-states that remained under Khar-
toum’s northern administration when South Sudan became independent in July 2011. 
Many fighters, who once fought with the South Sudanese Sudan People’s Liberation Ar-
my (SPLA) as they fought to gain independence from Sudan, remained in the North when 
South Sudan became a country. The group became known as the Sudan People’s Libera-
tion Movement-North (SPLM-N). The Sudan Tribune reports that clashes between the 
SPLM-N and the northern government’s Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) began in South 
Kordofan in June 2011 and in Blue Nile in September when the government attempted to 
disarm the rebels. According to al Jazeera, SPLM-N is fighting to topple Sudanese Presi-
dent Omar al Bashir rather than to gain independence or join South Sudan. In November 
2011, the Sudan Revolutionary Front (SRF) coalition was established between major re-
bel groups in Darfur, South Kordofan and Blue Nile with the mission of overthrowing Bashir’s government.  
 

In March 2012, Peter Greste, an al Jazeera reporter, documented evidence of destroyed villages and crops and reported that thou-
sands of people in South Kordofan have fled their homes in fear of attacks by Sudanese government forces. Sudanese officials have 
denied the reports that the army is behind the attacks and has placed the blame on the SPLM-N. Reuters writes that Sudan has ac-
cused South Sudan of supporting the SPLA-N in attacks that took place on 23 March in the Sudanese oil producing town of Heglig 
in the state of South Kordofan. Both the SPLA-N and the South Sudanese government deny that an attack took place. Meanwhile, 
Inter-Press Service (IPS) reports that there are thousands of civilians stranded in the Nuba Mountains of South Kordofan facing star-
vation as a result of the Sudanese government’s restriction on international humanitarian aid agencies accessing the region. The Su-
danese government stated on 20 March that it will not agree to an initiative proposed by the UN, African Union (AU) and the Arab 
League that would provide aid to South Kordofan until the government can conduct a further assessment of the situation, reports the 
Sudan Tribune. The SPLM-N signed the initiative on 16 February. 
 

In Blue Nile state, Reuters reports that few merchants are travelling to the area, which will result in food stocks likely running out by 
early April. Musa, a former commissioner of Kurmuk county in Blue Nile, estimates that as many as 100,000 people are trapped in 
the state because they are unable to carry the food and water they would need for the journey to a relief camp in neighbouring South 
Sudan. Musa and many others believe that SAF’s bombing campaign has been designed to “cause hunger, scatter civilians and de-
prive the guerrillas of a support network”. Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF aka Doctors Without Borders) reported that the two bor-
der camps of Doro and Jaman have received over 80,000 people since November 2011 and continue to register new arrivals as a 
result of bombings and fighting in Blue Nile. MSF has warned that tens of thousands of the displaced people are in need of urgent 
humanitarian aid that must be delivered before the rainy season begins in late April.  
 

The UN Security Council issued a forceful statement on 06 March demanding that Sudan and South Sudan end border hostilities and 
expressed “grave concern about reports of repeated incidents of cross-border violence between Sudan and South Sudan, including 
troop movements, support for proxy forces and aerial bombardments”. The Sudan Tribune reports that on 23 March, both Washing-
ton and London urged the South Sudanese government to stop supporting the SPLM-N while they requested the government of Su-
dan to stop bombarding civilian areas in the two states. The Presidents from both countries are slated to meet during a summit sched-
uled to be held in the South Sudan capital Juba “in the near future”, reports the Sudan Tribune. 
 

Despite efforts at mediation, both countries are faced with challenges at home. As previously mentioned, South Sudan is confronted 
by heavily-armed, ethnic based fighting that has resulted in the deaths of thousands. Additionally there is a looming major food crisis 
and the government has effectively lost 95% of its revenue following its decision to shut off the export of oil, reports the New York 
Times. On the other side of the border, Sudan is battling high inflation and a shrinking economy following the loss of revenues once 
earned from South Sudan’s oil supply. Student protests, the simultaneous rebellions in Darfur, Blue Nile and South Kordofan state, 
strict American economic sanctions and the International Criminal Court’s (ICC) genocide charges against President al Bashir have 
further stretched the government and put the government on the defensive.  
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